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Seeing ghosts and speaking with them - a blessing or a curse? Shawna isn't sure. But does

she truly know who are the ghosts and who are the living?Find out!
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4Author's Note 9 Ghost WhispersBy Rebecca Taylor Many people don't believe in

ghosts. But Shawna Eriksen does. She had seen them. She wished she didn't, that she could

banish the images from her head, but that was easier said than done for the high school

senior.These ghosts whispered Shawna messages, sometimes crucially important, so she

would have to get them to the right people.She hated it. She just wanted to be a regular high

schooler. Go to dances, hang out with her friends, hell, she would settle for being able to study

without the threat of a random phantom getting in her business.The ghosts appeared to her at

random times, interfering with her classes (that was ok), her social life (not so ok), her every

crush (she hated them).
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Becca, “An intriguing story of a teenage girl who has seen .... An intriguing story of a teenage

girl who has seen ghosts and must deliver their messsages so that they'll leave her alone. The

writing is humorous and the characters are interesting. A must read.”

The book has a rating of  5 out of 5.0. 1 people have provided feedback.
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